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Misc

	"site comments have been attacked with porn or perversion/ consequently, some may get through, with a comment.  others, with an

honest response will be rejected:  simply because I do not know, and will make mistakes.  Because I am NOT going to deal with this

in more than a minimal manner".   James F. Osterbur.  replying to  comments have been discarded.

Once again, it is fundamental and clear, that a tsunami can be detected easily with simple sump pump switches. Placed close to the

coastal areas and wired to sound and lights/ when the tide goes out farther than expected, these switches will turn on the warnings.

It is clear simple and true: that geological shifts occur with a predictable rise in temperature. By placing a tripod laser at the level

associated with movement: that temperature rise will tilt the laser making even the most infinitesimal temperature shift noticeable.

 more correctly this is done by placing a mirror "down low; mercury a likely component of the tripod legs, as it is stable and

unaffected by corrosion"/ with a laser at stable temperature above;  using focus lens if necessary.

MISC

The most logical and humane method of helping immigrants, in a country facing catastrophes is:    for the international

community to temporarily claim a portion of the offending country, as its own.  Therefrom, all immigrants in need of a "safer place"/

shall go there.  All possible help:  SHALL go there.  The consequence then being:   THE ABILITY,  to stay where you are/ until the

mess that has been made of your country is resolved.  To end the fighting, and retain MUCH MORE control over the area:   to

separate men from women, throughout the nation involved.  IS TO ENCOURAGE the men, to resolve their problems/ and LISTEN

TO WHAT THE WOMEN WANT.  Because nothing is more influential to men/ than are women:   particularly, when they are
beyond reach.   When they are "not here, among us anymore"/ the men will want solutions too!  To create sufficient influence on

men, for real change:   it is necessary to take control over a city of sufficient size/ using international armies to keep it safe:  DON'T

come here.   STRICTLY as a refuge for women and children.  NO female outside the lines/ because they WILL be treated very

harshly.  No females close to the border undefended, regardless of national boundaries:  because too many men at war/  "don't care".

 Let their men fight/ or find peace.

 

It is fundamental and true:  that what makes a volcano dangerous, is the gas pressures that explode/ Not the lava that comes forth.

 Take away the gas pressure from underneath the yellowstone volcano/ and it becomes like the Hawaiian volcano.

One of the identifying markers of Autism; is said to be a child who sits and focuses on an object for an inordinate amount of time.

That is a technique used by people of any age to ?Hypnotize themselves?. People self-hypnotize, to escape mental issues, fears, and

so forth. So the question is: if a child needs to self hypnotize, why? The primary reality is likely to be, it is an expression formed

from, ?lonely?/ although it can be a wide ranging form of many real consequences. Different people have different needs.

The question of security, is governed by law. The problem with law is the university diplomas believe they can be god; and do

anything they want regardless of law. Particularly at the top; these can often be found: Participating as ?crime bosses? instead of

authorized honest people working in the best interest of us all. There is no such thing as government, other than the constitution.

There is no such thing as ?the FBI? other than the people who work therein. So the question is: WHO IS trustworthy? The answer

very, very, few; not even in business; because once you have marketable knowledge: BRIBES/ will come. People will sell!

So the question is: Where does justice find an answer?

The answer is: the very core essence of every society is, ?without law, there is only anarchy, rape, and tragedy?. Consequently we
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must identify with law to survive; even if corruption is prevalent. So then the reality turns to understanding HOW: DO we insure the

policing, judiciary, and other government employees obey the law? The answer to that is fundamentally: to demand they adhere to

their oath of office made, by using penalties to force the realization, ?we won't play games in these matters?.

As to realities of an economic value: thieves can be prosecuted, money can be returned; reputations can be protected, and so on/

traitors can be ?very sorry, before its all done?.

In more concrete analysis of security versus privacy: the fundamental most repulsive is the retention of information that is not

?noteworthy in terms of security issues?. Therefore the correct path is, go ahead and collect data/ but destroy that data after one year

goes by: OR, YOU MUST as an employee guarding life. Select the specific data, or individuals that are functionally or critically

important, and keep only that.

The intellectual will raise, ?we don't know who will be a terrorist?/ so we have to keep it all. The reality however is clear: if you

don't know/ then you won't know, ?until they actually become a terrorist. Consequently all data is worthless, until you do. It is

consistent with reality, in areas proven by need such as high density locations: to keep data for not over one year/ to identify people

who are trusted, therefore no surveillance. We are not ?all potential terrorists?. In fact, the biggest terrorists of all: begin with the US

government financed ?university extreme experimentation/ that threatens to destroy our entire world, and all life on it?. Its called

?satan on earth?. Where is your surveillance of them/ your protection of US ALL? The employees of government fail, continuously;

and need to be held to account by their oath of office. Simple and plain.

Unlock the phone (agree on the rules), provide access to encryption; by removing it from the internet/ only on dedicated lines. Use a

different arrangement within your computers: dividing the pathway for any operational software that ?does things we don't want/

unless authorized?. By using a secondary ?outside? processor/ memory combination (these commands go here first) for all such

commands.

Use a different command structure in memory storage to fight those who illegally encrypt files. Memory which cannot be erased.

Therefrom if a ?bug? gets onto the drive, it stays isolated on that drive; and can be found simply/ removed/ and then everything else

returned to normal with little effort. EVERY form of money is traceable/ because it must be verified or assumed; ?not counterfeit?.

Therefore bit coins can be traced, particularly in large amounts; where those who collect shall in fact identify WHERE the income

stems from; or lose it, as the first challenge. Following a money trail does NOT require judiciary oversight or warrant/ until you

challenge the individual: then you must verify why. Shutting down an illegal trade is paramount to public safety: therefrom if bit

coins cannot trace themselves, ?judiciously?/ they will be removed from use. Questions about technical probabilities should be

awarded a prize to those who solve the problem. Questions about tracing bit coins and other methods of securing the public weal;

should be awarded a prize to those who solve the problem; and so on. A simple software command: that requires me the owner to

authorize any and all encryption personally/ rather than systematically; is appropriate. A simple override (here first) written into the

software, that does not allow encryption on this computer is obvious. And so on.

 

It is a reality of life that manufacturers want business; some build in ?planned obsolescence?. Which means at a predictable time ?a

part relatively important? will fail before the rest. So as to produce another sale: you need one now! One of those planned

obsolescent machines is found to be: a gas water heater. The ring which supports it off the floor, simply rusts away, causing the

machine to tilt. This is DANGEROUS, because when tilted water pipes can break/ gas lines can break/ and if the water heater is

raised off the floor with bricks for instance: the entire water heater can fall over. In which case, the gas line will almost certainly

break, particularly if its steel all the way in. An open gas line, will quickly inundate the house, & explode upon an ignition source

found.

It is also of some value to know: in older gas systems that have a pilot light which will not remain lit. The problem is ?miscellaneous

garbage? in the gas clogging the pilot filter. Either take apart the pilot light orifice and clean it/ or just replace the entire pilot

assembly.

 

It is simple and true, regarding all realities of "drug wars and addiction"/ that it is the addict, who knows where the supply lives, or
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can be found.  It is simple and sure:   take the money out of drugs/ and the drug dealers will go away.  To achieve that:   it is only

necessary, to offer a drug addict "all the drugs they want" under supervision (only in this place).  IF they provide the drug dealer/

then the police will raid and find those drugs:  giving them to the addict FOR FREE.  Or in other words, since it is illegal to possess

certain things:  then it is OK to collect them/ to construct consequences for the offending parties.  Access to a large drug supply,

WILL cause a few more addicts to overdose:  NO extreme healthcare for you.  HOWEVER, the price in people, crime, violence,

destruction,  and other consequences because of an addict/  FAR OUTWEIGH, a few more deaths.   They chose/ most of the rest did

not.  IF an addict can get their drugs for free/ then the money is gone.  "let the opium den" return, in this way:  confined to one area,

of sufficient size, to make it work/  by police, unless you are clean enough, to get out.   Society will benefit.

it is fundamental, that in all ransom situations:  what is to be traded, is what is valuable to those who kidnap/ such as "your food,

weapons, or whatever it is the hostage takers do not wish to lose".  Tell them, what you CAN hit, and will hit, should these people

die, or be critically harmed.  That they will say/ these hostages are not worth that price.  Or more simply offer what they don't want!

 In a further distinction of reality:   when women are reconstructed to be warriors instead of neutral, and without serious threat.  All

women will then also  begin to be considered the enemy, and will be shot, tortured, etc:   much more easily.  That too, is a choice.

It is a function of protecting trees and potentially other life:  to use the following invention.   It works well on borers:   by using
steam to force borer chemical into the tree, following the borer trail.   It should also work on disease/ by pushing chemical into

the infected areas.  Therefore this "invention" will be of assistance/ particularly where orchards are involved.
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